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2 of 2 review helpful Why do American Wars last so long The answer may be found in our heritage By Robert L 
Hanafin I was inspired to ask the title question as I was reading one of my favorite novels by my most favored writer 
Jeff Sharra Jeff is known for the many American military history novels he rsquo s written beginning with the events 
leading up to the American Revolution and the Revolutionary War itself He In the Pulitzer prize ndash winning classic 
The Killer Angels Michael Shaara created the finest Civil War novel of our time In the bestselling Gods and Generals 
Shaara rsquo s son Jeff brilliantly sustained his father rsquo s vision telling the epic story of the events culminating in 
the Battle of Gettysburg Now Jeff Shaara brings this legendary father son trilogy to its stunning conclusion in a novel 
that brings to life the final two years of the C com As Stephen Lang reads the final installment of Michael and Jeff 
Shaara s American Civil War trilogy he conveys the horror and exhaustion that overwhelmed the battered soldiers by 
allowing a hauntingly weary quality to color his voice The Last Full Me 
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civil war coins offer intriguing north and south subplots put in context of americas worst war the story of confederate 
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picture history is getting such top billing it was one of the first civil war books  review gods and generals is a novel 
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